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The best known product of the CRU is:

The Global Temperature Record

Largely paid for by the US Dept. of Energy
Budget 2000-1 £110,000



Northern Hemisphere summer temperature
over the last 1000 years

• NERC and EU funding

• Journal of Geophysical
Research



Northern Hemisphere summer temperature response
to volcanic eruptions over the past 600 years

• NERC and EU funding

• Nature



The spatial signature of the North Atlantic Oscillation

• NERC and DETR
funding

• Climate Dynamics



Recent increases in the contribution of
heavy precipitation to UK winter rainfall

• UK DETR funding

• International Journal of Climatology



Climate Change
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Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas
Induced Climate Change (MAGICC)

IPCC SAR
version

IPCC TAR version

New features include:
• Fossil and biomass OC and BC forcing
• Higher tropospheric O3 forcing
• Carbon-cycle feedbacks
• Climate model tuning to reproduce specific AOGCM results (9 so far)
• AOGCM consistent sea level
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Funded by DETR



MAGICC: Preliminary temperature projections for the 6 illustrative SRES
scenarios and IS92a using a simple model tuned to 7 different AOGCMs



Applications



POWER
Predicting the Offshore Wind Energy Resource

Funded by the European Commission

The wind field over Europe can
be organised into “modes” of
variability

The example shows the most
important mode, the part of
Europe affected by winter N.
Atlantic gales

The time series
shows winter
wind speeds to
have been
steadily
increasing since
1900 over this
part of Europe

The main trends in wind speed at European
coasts. Summer wind speeds off Greece, for
example, have increased by 30% over the
last 60 years

+30%  60 yearssummerGreece

-8%100 yearswinterE. Spain

+15%100 yearswinterAtlantic/Baltic
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POWER
Funded by the EC

SODAR equipment installed near
Weybourne as part of an EU-
funded project to assess the
offshore wind energy resource

Estimates of wind speed and
direction at 5 metre intervals from
10 m to 200 m are provided

The SODAR pings every 1.2 s, giving a
sonic spectrum of the air above

The return signal is converted to wind
parameters every 5 minutes

……
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TSUNAMI

The TSUNAMI initiative is jointly funded by the
NERC and a consortium of British insurance
companies

CRU has a contract to investigate the risk from
climate change and variability over northern Europe

We concentrate on wind speed
and precipitation, analysing
exceedences of the 90th, 95th,
and 99th percentiles

The time series shows that the
number of annual occurrences
of wind speeds in the top 1%
has doubled over the last 40
years



TSUNAMI

Climate indices are used to forecast
winter winds over northern and
southern UK one year ahead

This preliminary step in the
development of a prediction scheme
uses simple linear regression
methods

The results indicate that the two sets
of indices give quite reasonable
forecasts of the following years wind
speeds, explaining nearly 50% of the
variance

This will form the basis of an optimal
prediction scheme using monthly data
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Data Provision



The Climate Impacts LINK Project

Role
To act as the interface between the Hadley Centre and the international climate
change research community.

Provides
• The results from the Hadley Centre's climate change experiments
• Observed datasets
• Scientific advice and technical support
• A communication point for the national and international impacts community

The IPCC Data Distribution Centre is run under the auspices of the LINK Project
jointly  between the Climatic Research Unit and DKRZ, Germany

The LINK Project has helped to support many independent research projects,
many National  research programmes: e.g. The Dutch NRP; The US National
Assessment; Finland - SIMLU etc.; and the activities of the IPCC.

Funded by UK DETR since 1991



Data, advice and support from the
Climate Impacts LINK project

to the International Community

Individual Projects /
Researchers

NERC Thematic Programmes
e.g. COAPEC Tyndall Centre

EU Projects

National Assessments
e.g. USA

UKCIP

Global Assessments
e.g. DETR Fast Track

The IPCC

LINK

DDC

The Hadley
Centre

Other
Modelling
Centres



CRU Income, 1999 - date

European UnionEuropean Union

43%43%

GovernmentGovernment

40%40%

InternationalInternational

5%5%IndustryIndustry

5%5%

Research CouncilsResearch Councils

7%7%



PhD Students

Some topics

• Impact of ENSO on interannual rainfall variability in SE Africa. The use and
value of climate information in irrigated agriculture.

• Seasonal climate variations in Vietnam and neighbouring SE Asia

• Vulnerability to climate change in dryland regions of East Africa

• Seasonal rainfall forecasting in tropical Africa under conditions of global warming

• El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) forcing on intraseasonal and interannual
climate variability in Southeast Asia

• Severe windstorms in Europe (Clair Hanson)

• Historical growth rates and changing climate sensitivity of boreal conifers

• Modulation of the seasonal cycle by climate change

• Representing uncertainty in climate scenarios (Tim Mitchell)

•  There are currently 15 PhD students in CRU

•  This figure includes 4 new post-grads this year

•  There were 4 graduations in the last academic year


